The greatest authorities disagree) on ventilation, so will still be only water, but will not be full, the other which was filled with oil will be fall to the brim, but will have oil at top and water at bottom; and though one is full and the other not, the quantity of fluid in each tube will be exactly of equal weight, although one is not equal to the other by measure, owing to the difference in the specific gravity of water and oil. If water is gently poured into the tube that holds only water, the oil will continue to overflow its tube till it is all gone,?water has taken its place ; thus water, from having a greater specific gravity than oil, is enabled to force the oil to give way before it. When the water has displaced the oil, i.e., has reached the top of the tube that originally held tho oil, no moro can bo poured in, since the density of the contents of both tubes are equal, as they both hold water ; and being of equal height, one balances the other. The law thus demonstrated by liquids holds equally good with gases, and air that has a less density will give way before another that has a greater. If Natural ventilation will always go on, whenever the density of the air within is either more or less than the air without. Openings can be given so as to facilitate or retard the ingress and the egress, but Nature is always ready to equalise the temperature inside and out.
On the one hand, warm air leaves the building and the cold air from outside enters ; which if left to its own devices, that is, not obstructed in its ingress or egress, nor warmed by fires, &c., would in time so cool the walls, that the temperature inside and out will become equal; on the other hand, cold air leaves the building, that the hot air from outside may enter, which, if left to its own devices, will in time so warm the walls as to make the temperature inside and out equal. It is not surprising, that the hot air chooses a different door to enter by, to the one chosen by the cold for entrance. If the air of a barrack is wished to be kept cooler than the outside temperature, it is necessary to retard the ingress of hot air as much as possible : indeed, hot air must be kept out as rigorously as cold air is kept out in Canada, for not only is the heat unpleasant and injurious at the time, but it heats the walls, which heat can only pass away by heating any colder air that may afterwards enter the barrack; and the heat absorbed by the walls during the day is given off to the colder air of the night. Besides, from the walls being heated, a more even temperature is established between inside and out, their densities more nearly approach one another during a great part of the day, consequently there is less ventilation.
{To be continued.')
